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ABSTRACT - Mi oscillating pressure siorage system that is adapted to fruits and vegetables having low 
mass ais flow resistance, is proposed. Periodic variations in ais pressure induces high rates of gas 
exchange and reduces the internal levelof ethylene. Apple (Malus domestica Borkh) fruit was used as 
lhe model commoàity because it has a large interceilular volume and low mass ais 1kw resistance. 
Frequency of 1 cycle/min and maximum pressure (PØ to minimum pressure (Pf) reduction ratios 
[(P1  - of 0.22 and 0.34, were tested in two storage triais. Oscillating pressure storage extended 
the preclimacteric life and decreased the rate of ethylene evolution from 'Gravenstein' and tranny 
Smith' apple. lhe pressure reduction ratio of 0.34 was more efrective than 0.22. The effects of elevated 
CO2 and oscillating pressure were additive. 'lhe potentiality of oscillating pressure as a substitute for 
the hypobaric storage is discussed. 
Index terms: Metia domestica, controlled atmosphere, hypobaric storage 

ARMAZENAMENTO EM PRESSÃO OSCILANTE 
E TROCAS GASOSAS NA MAÇÃ 

RESUMO . Propôe-se uni sistema de pressão oscilante para frutos e vegetais com baixa resistência ao 
influxo ou efluxo de ar induzido pela aplicação de gradientes de pressão foi proposto. Maçã (Malus 
domestica Borlçh) foi utilizada como produto modelo porque possui elevada percentagem de volume 
Intercelular e baixa resistência aos fluxos de ar induzidos por gradientes de pressão. A freqüência de 
1 ciclo/min e as relaçôes de redução de pressão I( de 0,22 e 0,34 foram utilizadas com e 
sem a adição de CO2. Na relação de redução de pressão P1e a pressão máxima e P f  da pressão m(nima 
em cada ciclo. Pressão oscilante estendeu a vida préclimática e reduziu a evolução de etileno da maçã 
nas cultivares 'Gravenstein' e tranny Smith'. A relação de redução de pressão de 0,34 foi mais efeti-
va que 0,22. Os efeitos de pressão oscilante e nível alto de CO2 foram aditivos. Discute-se o potencial 
de uso de pressão oscilante como um substituto para o armazenamento hipobárico. 
Termos para indexação: Maias domestica, atmosfera controlada, armazenamento hipobárico 

INTRODUCTION 

Greater rates of mass transfer occur because of 
pressure gradients, than by diffusion, consequently 
the long distance transport in fite xyiem and floem 
are driven by pressure gradients (Nobel 1970). la 
the gas phase of plants mass flow can also occur 
when the tissues are submitted to artificial pressure 
gradients (Caibo 1985, Caibo & Sommer 1987, 
Devaux 1891) or even small natural pressure 
gradients caused by wind, diurnal changes ia 
temperature and vapor pressure. As a working 
hypothesis it can be suggested that artificial 
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pressure gradients couid be used to increase the 
rata of gas exchange to reduce the interceliular 
concentration of ethylene and to deiay repening ia 
climacteric fruits. 

The physioiogicai effect of CO2, 02 and 
ethylene is a function ofthe interna1 concentration 
of those gases (Burg & Burg 1969, Thimann et ai. 
1954, Wiilians & Patterson 1962). The interna1 
concentration of a component is equal to lis 
externa1 concentration, plus a gradiena between 
the interna1 and the externa1 atmospheres (Burton 
1974, Ciaypooi.1938). ln a steady state condition 
this gradient is afunction oftheinternairesistances 
lo diffusion and the rate of production or 
consumption of the component (Burton 1974, 
1982). Controiled atmospherçs, with low 02 Os 

high CO 2 , or both, aiong with low temperatures 
have been used to delay ripening and senescence 
(Burton 1982, Flulme 1971). Low CO 2  inhibits 
ethytene synthesis and action (Burg & Burg 1969, 
Willians & Patterson 1962), while CO 2  is a 
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competitive inhibitor of ethylene action (Chadwick 
& Burg 1967, Yang 1985). Hypobaric storages is 
based on the inverse relation between the velocity 
of diffusion (dN/dt) and the air pressure (P) for 
the sarne gradient of concentration (dC/dx). The 
Ficks first law states that dN/dt = D.dC/dx, where 
1), the diffusity coefficient (Moore 1972) is the 
ratio between the gas viscosity and pressure 
(1) NP). Large diffusity values ar '0W pressures 
cause a reduction in the interna1 concentration 
of ethylene, malcing the use of '0W leve!s of 
02 very effective (Burg & Burg 1966). l-Iypobaric 
storage, however, requires a very strong and costly 
storage containers (Lougheed et ai. 1978). 

The objective was ao test oscillating pressure 
storage as a technique to reduce the internal 
concentration of ethylene and de!ay ripening in 
'Gravenstein' and 'Granny Srnith' apple. Oscillating 
pressure was devised to increase the rates of gas 
exchange by pumping air in and out of the 
interce!lular spaces of fruits and vegetables, with 
the use of periodic alternation of the gas pressure 
between two chosen leveis during the entire 
storage period. 

MATERIAIS AND METHODS 
Apple (Malus domestica Borkh) was chosen for studies 

of oscillating pressure storage because the large intercellu 
lar volume of this fruit permits the use of low oscillating 
pressure frequencies to reduce the internal levei of ethylene 
(CaIbo 1985). Precimacteric 'Gravenstein' (Solubie solids 
equal to 10.14 ± 0.09 and firmness with a 8 mm tip equal 
to 41.10 ± 0.60)and 'Granny Smith' apples (Soluble 
solids equal to 9.63 ± 0, 19 and 1irmness equal to 
9.08 ± 0.19) were harvested during the 1984 season from 
commercial orchards near Sebastipol and Bakersfield and 
transported in the sarne day to the Fomology Postharvest 
Research Laboratory at the Univ. of California at Davis, 
where they were cooled to 10 0C overníght. fie fruits 
were then sorted for uniformity and obvious defects, 
randomized and grouped into the experimental units. 
Tbe storage temperature of 10 0C was chosen to reduce 
the experimental period. 

Oscillating pressure experirnents 
l'hree gas exchange treatments were applied to 

'Gravenstein' apples in an experianent with three replicates 
started on iuly 22, 1984. fie experimental unit was a 
chamber having 10 randomly selected fruits. Gas flux was 
about 12 liter. . h'. Fruits kept in ais at ambient 
pressure were the controla. A frequency of 1 cycle . mm" 
was used for both oscillating pressure treatments. fie 
ftrst oscillating pressure treatment mcd a pressure 
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reduction ratio [(P . Fí)/PØ1 of 0.22 (P - 1.08.10 5N1m2  
and P - 0.84.10 5 N/m2 ), where Pi  is the maximum 
pressure and Pf  is the minimum pressure in each osciilating 
pressure cycle. The second oscillating pressure treatment 
used a pressure reduction ratio of 034 - 1.08.10 5 N1 
m2  and Pç - 0.72.10 5 N/m2). Those pressure reduction 
ratios were used to test the interaction between 8% CO 2  
and the increased rates of ps exchange in 'Granny Smith' 
apples iii an experiment start?d  on October 2.1984. 
Oscillating pressure apparatus 

Fig. 1 illustrates the experimental apparatus used to 
study oscillating pressure storage. The frequency of 
change between high and 10w pressures is established by a 
repeating cycle clock. The pressure limits are set in the 
barostats or in an equivalent arrangement aí pressure-
-relief valves. Pressure variations were transmitted to the 
fruits by plastic expansion bags which permitted each 
commodity chamber to be treated with a different 
controlled atmosphere mixture. A constant flow source 
was used to introduce air intothe commodity chamber 
(Fig. 2). The constant 1low source was made of a 
differential flow controlling valve fed by a constant 

M•nibr.n. p,mp 

AIA OUT 

FIG. 1. Oscíilating pressure apparatus. Tua repeating ey-
ele timer controis the solenoid valvas A, B, C and 
O. In one cycle A and O are initialuy open, while 
B and C are initially closed, causing a pressure 
increase jn the chamber 2, and a pressure decrea-
se in chamber 1. In the second part of the cycle 
the timer doses A and O and opens B and C. 
causing a pressure reduction in chamber 1 and a 
pressure increase in chamber 2. The water co-
Iumn height in the 10w pressure barostat (LPB) 
and high (HPB) pressure barostat was used to set 
the minirnal and rnaximal pressure limias, for 
charnbers 3 and 4. HPB1 is a tube set at Ieast 10 
cm deeper than HPB, in the high pressure baros-
tat, to assure that the bags became completly 
empty in the high pressure part of the cycle. F is 
a constant íIow source, E is the expansion bag 
and 8 is a purafil scrubber, while ( ) indicate 
unidiretional valve. 
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pressure - source. 'flial conslant pressure was provided by 
a pressure relief valve fed by a high pressure source. Fig. 2 
also shows lhe unidirectional valve. 

KH 

FIG. 2. Valves made of acrilic glued parIs. A - unidirec-
tionol valve, B - pressure release valve, C - differ-
ential f 0w controlling valve, F constant flow 
outlet, H - high pressure mieI, K - constant pres-
sure source, N - needle 'alvo, and Ca - capiliary. 

• fle foliowing aspects were considered in lhe construc-
tion of the oscillating pressure apparatus: First, lhe 
volume aí the expansion bag (Vó)  should be proportional 
to the volume aí lhe commodity chamber (Vc)  and the 
difference belween lhe maximum pressure (Pá)  and lhe 
minimum pressure (Pc), was accarding lo lhe expression 
Vb > Vc . (P - Pf)/Pj. The expansion bag should not 
become completely full,norpressthe controlling chamber 
wali, ar anolher expansian bag because the fruits would 
nol receive lhe desired low pressure. Second, the 
membrana pump should be capable of delivering a flow 
(F), much larger lhan the minimum necessary. That 
permits fulure increases in lhe frequency, or in lhe 
pressure reduction ratio. At a frequency (1'), lhe minimal 
amount of flow necessary to drive the oscillaling pressure 
lo a number of chambers (ii) is given by the expression 
P • 2.n. (V + Vb12) • ('i - where Vc  is lhe 
volume of a conlrolling chamber. 

The following procedure was used for a preiminary 
tesl of the osciliating pressure syslem (Fig. 1). Cose ali 
lhe chambers; being Lute that the high pressure baroslat 
1 (HPB1) is at leasl 10 um deeper than lhe high pressure 
barostat (HPB). Turn on lhe clock operated valvas. Turn 
on lhe membrane pump. The expansion bag should 
becorne completely empty in lhe high pressure part aí 
lhe cycle. Check if aix is bubbling in lhe 10w pressure 
barostal (LPB) and in HPB1, lwice in each cycle. Connect 
a manometer lo each commodity chamber to verify lhal 
lhe desired pressure oscillation limils are being oblainect 
Itakage ia the commodily chambers ar undereslisnation  

aí lhe expansion bag volume are potenlial sources o! 
deviation. Finally, inlroduce a gas mixlure aí known 
concentratian using the constant flow apparatus (Fig. 2). 
fie ah should begin lo bubble through HPB. Measure the 
gas concentration in lhe commodity chambers ouliel. 1f 
the alt is bubbling through 1ff 8, and lhe outlet 
concenlralion is equal lo the mIeI concentralion, lhen the 
syslem can be considered free of leaks, and ready for use. 
Measurements 

Gas was collecled in 12 ml syringes for measuremcnts 
of elhylene and CO2. The rate of ethylene production 
was periodically measured using a Carle Analytical Gas 
Chromatograph Model 211 wilh a flame ionization 
delector. fie internal concentralion o! CO2, aI lhe end 
of the experimenl, was measured using anolher similar 
gas chromatograph equipped with a lhermal conduçlivity 
deleclor. 

lhe resistance to gas exchange, as well as lhe ftesh 
íirmness and lhe external calor were measured aI lhe end 
of lhe experimenl. fie resislance lo gas exchange, was 
estimated as lhe ratio between the internal concenlralion 
of elhylene and its rata o! produclion (Burg & Burg 
1962). fie inlernal ãlmosphere was vacuum extracted 
from fruits immersed in water, underneath a funnel 
closed by a sealing serum rubber cap (Bussel & Maxie 
1965). Alter vacuum exlraclion (10,600 N1rn2 ) of 
1 mm, lhe air accumulated aI lhe lop of lhe funnel was 
removed wilh a syringe for measuremenl of elhylenc 
or CO2. Fruit firmness was measured with an Effcgi 
penetrometer wilh a 8 mm hp. External calor was 
measured using lhe Rd, a and b modes aí lhe Gardner- - 

Color Difíerence Meter (CDM) Model XL-23 calibrated 
with a white reference plate (X = 18.7, Y 84.1 and 
Z - 97.9). 

RESULTS 

Oscillating pressure storage caused a small delay 
ia the onset of the dimacteric risc of 'Gravenslein' 
apple (Fig. 3). This effect was more evident at lhe 
pressure reduction ratio of 0.34. Besides delaying 
lhe climacteric risc, lhe increased gas exchange 
also caused a large reduction ia the rate of 
ethylene evolution. This effect was more evident 
aI the pressure re4uchion ratio of 0.34, lhan ah the 
pressure reduction ratio of 0,22. To evaluale the 
efficiency the ps exchange improvemenl, induced 
by oscillating pressure, measurernenls of internal 
concenlralion of ethylene and CO2 were made. 
Oscillating pressure caused a reduclion ia the 
internal concentration of ethylene and CO2 and 
lowered the resistance to gas exchange (Table 1).. 
Oscillating pressure, however, did not improve 
the retention of flrmness or color of 'Gravenslein' 
apples (Table 2) 
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TIME. DAYS 

FIG. 3. Ethylene production by 'Gravenstein' apples 
stored at 100C in air at ambient pressure, and in 
oscillating pressure storage using a frequency of 
1 cycle.min 4 , and pressure reduction ratios of 
O (A), 0.22 (0)  and 0.34 ('). Analysis of variance 
yielded F values of 55.42 for pressure reduction 
ratio (df -2), 1476.37 for time for time (df -28), 
and 9.12 for the interaction (df -56). These F 
values are significant at P <0.01. 

TABLE 1. Intentai concentration o! CO 2  (mi. litei'), 
ethylene p1. litei 1  and resistance to gas 
cxchange [(p1 .iitei')IQ1I . ICj' . h')] o! 
venstein' apples. Storage was at 100C for 70 
days in ambient pressure or in oscillating 
pressure storage using a frequency of 1 cyle. 
mm", and pressure reduction ratios o! 0.22 
and 0.34. 

Pressure 	Internal 	Resistance to 
reduction 	concentration 	gas exchange 

ratiO 
CO2 	C21-14 	CO2 	C21r14 

O (Control) 	42.6 a 	376.1 a 	5.37 a 	5.18 a 
0.22 	15.3 b 	40.5b 	3.48b 	254b 
0.34 	120b 	27.8b 	i.lc 	1.58l 

Mean separation in column by LSD at 5% leveI. 

if CO2 is a competitive inhibitor of ethylene 
action, lis paraliel reduction would offset the 
benefits of lowering the ethylene concentration. 
In an experiment with 'Granny Smith' apples, 
CO2  was added to study this interaction. Fig. 4 
shows that in air 'Granny Smith' apples behaved 
similarly to 'Gravenstein' apples. The time to reach 
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TABLE 2. Penetration force ia newtons using a penetro-
meter with an 8 mm tip and reflected colar 
(CDM "a" and "1?' values) o! 'Gravenstein' 
apple. Storage was at 10 0C for 70 days under 
ambient pressure or under oscillating pressure, 
using a frequeacy o! 1 cycie/min and pressure-
reduction ratios o! 0.22 and 0.34. 

Pressure 	 Color 	 Penetration 
reduction 	 force 

ratio 	a 	b 	IN) 

O (Control) 	. 5.71 a 	51.9 a 	25.4 a 
0.22 	. 4.29 a 	52.1 a 	22.8 b 
0.34 	. 5.51 a 	52.2 a 	23.1 ab 

Mean separation in column by (.80 test at 5% levei. 

Ia 
5 

ai 

820 
b 
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z 
IJJ lO 
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'par 
DAYS OF STORAGE 

FIG. 4. Rata of ethylene production by Granny Smith 
apple stored at 10°C in  air (a) or in 8% CO2 (b), 
at the ambient pressure (A) and in oscillating 
pressure storage, using a frequency of 1 cycle.n,in 4  
and pressure reduction ratios of 0.22 (S)  and 
0.34(0). 

an ethylene production rate of 0.2p1.kg' 1  .hr' 1  was 
used as an arbitrary indication of the end of the 
onset of the dirnacteric risc. The presence of 
high CO2 delayed the climacteric risc. The effects 
of oscil!ating pressure and high CO 2  were additive 
ia extending the precimacteric period ia 'Granny 
Smith' apple, since the statistícal interaction 
between the effects of pressure reduction ratio and 
CO2 was not significant. Table 3 shows the 
reduction iii thc internal concentration ofethy!ene 
and lii the resistance to gas exchange caused by 
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TABLE 3. Internal concentration of cthylene and 
resistance to ethylene exchange  
(pI.kj' .h')] of 'Granny S.nith' applcs. 
Storage was at 10°C for 154 days, in ambient 
pressure or in oscfflating pressure storage using 
a frequency of 1 cycle . min a , and pressure 
reduction ratios of 0.22 and 0.34. 

Treatment 
Internal C2H4 	Resistance  

Pressure 1/liter 	to C2H4 
reduction + CO2 levei 	 exchange 

ratio  

TABLE 4. Penetration force iii newtons using a 8 mm hp 
and reflectcd color (CDM "a" and "b" values) 
of 'Granny Smith' apples. Storage was at 10 0C 
for 154 days at ambient pressure or ia oscila-
ting pressure using a frequency of 1 cycle. 
mii , and pressure reduction ratios of 0.22 
and 0.34. 

Treatment 
Color 	Penetration 

Pressure 	 force 
reduction + CO2 	a 	b 	(N) 

rat io 

OlControl) + 0.0 349.5 15.2 0 (Control) + 0.0 -1.7 34.1 30.2 
0.22 + 0.0 141.3 13.4 0.22 + 0.0 -8.2 35.0 22.5 
0.34 + 0.0 142.0 10.0 0.34 + 0.0 -8.9 33.5 39.0 
O + 8.0 56.3 9.2 O + 8.0 . 12.1 29.4 21.7 
0.22 + 8.0 46.3 8.3 0.22 + 8.0 - 12.6 29.1 38.3 
0.34 + 8.0 42.8 4.9 0.34 + 8.0 -14.7 29.4 41.9 

oscillating pressure and higli CO 2 . The reduction 
iii the resistance to ethylene erchange in presence 
of high CO2  is possibly due to a large delay ia 
ripening. 

Oscillating pressure and CO2 delayed chioro-
phyll degradation (Table 4). When CO2 and 
oscillating pressures were used together, their 
effects were additive, with a non significant 
interaction (Table 5). For firmness the pressure 
reduction ratio of 0.22 caused a decrease in the 
fruit penetration force, while a pressure reduction 
ratio of 0.34 caused an increase ia the penetration 
force. High CO2 at the ambient pressure caused no 
improvement ia the retention of fruit firmness but 
some of the fruits showed symptoms of CO2.  

toxicity, localized browned arcas. Those symptoms 
were not caused by low 02  injury since the 02 
leveis were about 19%. The fruit ia oscillating 
pressure were firmer in the presence of high CO : . 

DISCLISSION 

The cumulative physiological effect (E) of 
ethylene can be represented by Eq. [1] (Burg & 
Burg 1962, Peacock 1972): 

Ek.t.log[C2H4], 	 [Eq.1] 

where k is a constant and ris the time of exposure 
to ethylene. This expression indicares that the 

TABLE 5. Analysis of variance for rate of C 2 11 4  evolution,internal concentrationof ethylene (C),resistance to ethylene 
exchange (R), penetration force, refleted color a and b during Use storage of 'Gravenstein' apple ias oscillating 
pressure. 

F value 	 F value 
Source of variation 	df 	Ethylene 	df 

evolution 	 C 	19 	firmness 	a 	b 

Pressure reduction ratio (A) 2 	55.42" 
Time (8) 28 	1476.31" 
AxB 56 	9.12" 
Error 174 	 6 

• " Significant at P <0.05 and P <0.01, respectively. 

2 	55.36" 	32.63" 	6.12' 	6.18' 	3.75 

Pesq. agropec. bras., Brasilia, 23(2):145-152, (cv. 1988. 
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internal concentration of ethylene needs to be 
substantialiy increased to result ia a detectable 
physiologicai effect. Eq. [1] does not consider the 
inhibitory effect of the CO 2  on ethylene action 
(Chadwick & Burg 1967), that occurs ia fruiu. 

The internal concentration of ethyiene and 
CO2  in the apple fruit is main!y a function ofthe 
rates of production and the resistance of the skin 
to diffusion (Burton 1982). The half life (t%) of 
the residence of a molecule inside the fruit, as a 
function of the resistance of the skin to diffusion 
(R) and the intercelluiar air volume (Vi) is 
presented ia Eq. [2] (Caibo 1985). 

R= tYa/V.Ln2 	 [Eq.2] 

A mass air ulow (F) that gives an ethylene or 
CO 2  molecule a residence tI,2  equivalent to the 
diffusion t i/a for the same commodity, can be 
calcuiated using Eq. [3]. 

F = VI2.t'A 	 [Eq.3] 

The maximum mass air flow that can be induced 
by a oscillating pressure system working between 
the pressures P1 and Pat the frequency fis: 

F V.f.(Pi-Pf)/Pi 	 [Eq.4] 

Eq. [2], [3] and [4] can be combined, to calculate 
the minimum expected oscillating pressure t'/z 
[Eq. 5], or the minimum expected oscillating 
pressure resistance [Eq. 61. 

tY2 -P/2.f.(P1.Pf) 	 [Eq.5] 

RP/f.(P.Pf).Vi.Ln4 	 [Eq.6] 

The use 0f oscillating pressure has some 
biological and physical hmitations that make the 
system less efficient than predicted by Eq. [6]. 
First, commodity barriers to mass air flow (Ca!bo 
1985, Caibo & Sommer 1987) places na upper 
limit on the frequency. Second, the system 
efficiency is a function aí how readily the newly-
-pumped air mixes with the internal atmosphere 
during each cycle. 
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The niinimal expected mass ais flow resistance 
from an apple fruit (V1 - 0.2 liter kg') in na 
oscillating pressure storage (f - 60 cycies . min 1 , 

Pi - 1.08.10 N/m 2  and Pf - 0.84. io Nfm 2 ), 
according to Eq. [5], is 0.273 [(A.liter)f 
(Pl. kg' . hi')]. The observed R values were 
more than 10 times larger than this calculated 
minimal resistance, indicating that mixing was 
poor in the interna! atmosphere. This poor mixing 
indicates that a laminar flow, without any 
turbulence, should be occurring ia the interce!lular 
spaces. The obsen'ed resistance values of apples 
stored ia osci!lating pressures, may be a reflection 
of resistance to diffusion in the flesh because 
ethy!ene.free air beneath the cutic!e was constanfly 
renewed by pressure osci!lations. 

The concentration of ethylene inside 'Gravens-
teia' and 'Granny Smith' apples was greatly reduced 
by oscillating pressure, but still the internai 
ethylene concentration was !arge enough to cause 
physiologica! response. Ethylene removal was 
para!le!ed by a delay inthe onset ofthe dimacteric 
risc in ethylene production ia those fruits. The 
high rates of gas exchange alone, however, had 
only a minor effect on the retention of co!or and 
firmness of 'Granny Smith' apples, and had a 
non significant effect iri 'Gravenstein' apples. 
Such a small physio!ogical effect could be 
interpreted in terms of Eq. 1, and the para!lel 
reduction aí the interna! CO 2  concentration. 
This reduction partial!y offset the benefits of 
ethylene removai because CO 2  is a competitive 
inhibitor aí ethylene action (Chadwick & Burg 
1967). The onset oíthe dimactericrise in ethylene 
production was greatly delayed and a large 
improvement in the retention of co!or and firmness 
occurred, when 'Granny Smith' app!es were stored 
in osci!lating pressure with a high leve! of CO 2 . 

Fruits itt 8% CO 2  at atmospheric pressure, 
however, eventua!ly presented internal browned 
arcas as a symptom of CO 2  injury. The absence of 
CO2  injury symptoms ia fruits from oscillating 
pressure storage is an indication that the interna! 
CO2  was reduced. 

For fruiu which have a !arge intercellu!ar air 
vo!ume and low resistance to mass alt flow 
oscillating pressure cou!d be an a!ternative to 
hypobaric storage since it cnn a!so be used to 
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TABLE 6. Asalyeis of veneno. for Int~ concenEedon of C2114, etonge predlimactenio peniod, ro.istanco lo C3H4 exchenge, penetradon force, rnflected 
colar and rato of C2H4 producdon duning 'longe or Gnarny Smith' apple. 

Fvalue Fvelue 
Source 

ot df Internei Storege Rninence pett Rotisird colar 
- 

df 
C 2 l-t4 

production 
venielion concentretior, pr,climactoric to C3H4 force rei, 

C2H4 poniod erchenge e b 

Prerrure 
reduction 2 58.18" 10.17" 17.56" 45.70" 4.91' 1.56 2 1476.3" 
rolio (A) 
CO2 IS) 1 286.81" 28.67" 52.94" 25.28" 89.37" 149.67" 1 7733.4" 
Ti.. (C) ' . . . . . 60 138.4" 
A a 5 2 46.41" 0.49 .17 25.78" 25 .94 2 823.5" 
AxC - . - . . . 120 9.0" 
6reC . . . . . . 60 60.8" 
A.BxC . . . . . -. 120 5.2" 
Erro, 12 . . . - . 732 

- Signiticani, e' P < 0.05 end P <0.01 • ro,peciiveiy 

reduce tite interna1 concentration of ethytene. 
Oscillating pressure has some potential advantages 
over the hypobaric system. First, tFie containers 
need not to he so strong, because the gradient 
between the internal and the externa1 pressures are 
smaller. Second, li could be a means to permit the 
use of higher leveis of CO 2  than those currently 
applied in controlled atmosphere storage. Higher 
CO2  wili further delay ripening and may control 
some CO 2  sensitive pathogenic fungi (El - Goorani 
& Sommer 1981). For €uture commercial appli-
cations osdillating pressure could possibly be 
generated by simple and very energy efficient 
resonant systems. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. Oscillating pressure reduced the internal 
ethylene concentration and extended the pre-
-cimateric life of apples. 

2. Oscillating pressure can substitute the 
hypobaric storage, with experimental advantages, 
to induce high rates of gas erchange and yet 
permits the use of high leveis of 02  and CO 2 . 
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